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The present paper starts from the assumption that the study of any literature -in the sense of belles lettres -produced by members of any ethnic group or religious community will offer some information about the basic issues discussed within that group or community at a certain time. It is even to be expected that a close examination of this literary production may offer a deep insight into the various intellectual levels and general direction of discussion within a given group or community. Sometimes this insight may be much deeper than that which is gained from national charters, the programmes of political parties, the talk of newspapermen and radio commentators or statements made by religious leaders.
If the latter assumption is accepted at least in general, we may expect that a study of Arabic literature in the twentieth century (1) can enlighten us, to a certain extent, about what the Arabs really feel and think about one of the most crucial problems of our time, a problem which, in one way or another, concerns all Arab national states: Palestine. (2) In the present paper I shall refrain from trying to present an account of the emergence and development of Palestinian topics in Arabic literature ab ovo. (3) Rather, I shall concentrate on the period since 1948. In some cases, however, it will be necessary to point to the appearance in Arabic literature of certain ideas, images and arguments prior to that date. (4) To our premise that the study of contemporary Arabic literature concerning Palestine and the Arab-Israeli conflict can offer a way to get inside the "Arab mind", several objections may be raised, beginning with that very old one: who are "the Arabs" we are talking about here? Or, to put it in a different, more direct way: is it reasonable to believe that the Moroccans and the Sudanese, for instance, or the Shiites of Southern Iraq will consider Palestine an issue basic to their existence? Should literature produced in this milieu and concerning the Palestinian problem be disregarded altogether or not?
And secondly: what insight can be expected from literature dealing with the ArabIsraeli conflict which is produced in an atmosphere of more or less strict censorship and under the more or less firm pressure of regimes exploiting the Palestine problem for the sake of internal stability or inter-Arab hostilities? Is it not true that a large part of the literature concerning Palestine is produced and published under the influence of "ministries of guidance" aiming at the dissemination of official propaganda? Is it not true also that the production of another important part of Arabic fiction, poetry etc. and its publication is sponsored by the PLO? Would it be possible, under these circumstances, for any Arab writer to speak freely, for instance, of his resignation about Arab Palestine or of his disillusionment with the political leadership of the PLO?
Given the fact of a rather wide gap between official statements and what could be called the "real" mind of the people with regard to many other issues in the Arab World :
is it realistic to expect that all the different moods of "the Arabs" towards Zionism, Israel and the Palestinians are reflected in contemporary Arabic literature? Where, for instance, was the intense longing for peace among the Egyptian masses, their (now undoubtable) readiness for compromise, expressed in Egyptian or any other regional Arabic literature before Anwar al-Sidit's initiative? How is it that Tauffq al-Hakim was only then ready to talk by telephone to a representative of the Arabic programme of Kol Israel? (5) The objections mentioned here cannot be dismissed easily. They do not reflect, however, the very complex political and cultural situation of the Arab countries in the twentieth century, nor even that since 1948. Therefore, most of these objections apply only to certain phases in the development of some parts of the Arab World. Even countries which now are not particularly known for a liberal atmosphere may have seen better times before in that respect -take, for instance, Egypt before 1952. Thus if the development of Arabic literature prior to 1948 is also taken into consideration, we may get a much more multi-colored picture of the Palestine conflict as reflected in the writings of Arab authors.
As to the treatment of the Palestine problem by authors living far from the geographical centre of the conflict, it may be true that many of their works dealing with this subject show a certain lack of insight into its complexity. The sheer quantity of works touching the problem of Palestine and produced even at the periphery of the Arab World, however, suggests that this issue has captured the mind of a great part of the literate population of countries not directly involved in the military conflict and only marginally confronted with the problem of the Palestinian refugees. (6) The fact, for instance, that a turbaned shaykh in Iraq was able to collect in a book of 384 pages what the learned men of the Shilte holy town of Nadjaf had to say about Palestine between 1928 and 1968 cannot be explained away by hinting at official incentives. (7) The existence of certain forms of literary censorship cannot be denied. There was, however, for many years the relative freedom of expression in Lebanon, where not only Lebanese or Palestinian writers, but also Egyptians and others were able to publish many a dissenting view about politics, philosophy etc. including strong words of criticism and self-criticism regarding the situation of the Arabs in their confrontation with Israel. There are, finally, Arab writers in Israel, in the West Bank area and the Ghaza strip who speak out quite freely about their problems and aspirations in writings published in Israel (mainly published in organs of the Israeli left, i. e. especially using the umbrella of publishing houses close to the Israeli Communist Party). Many of their works have also appeared, of course, in Lebanon or elsewhere.
Given the situation described above, it would be wrong to believe that in Arabic literature concerning the Arab-Israeli conflict over Palestine there was nothing but shallow rhetoric, superficial propaganda, boastful war-poetry and such like. There is no doubt that all this abounds, but no fair judgment of the relevant literature can avoid mentioning that there is much more in it with regard to literary quality as well as intellectual honesty and ideological spectrum.
The fact that quite a number of works by Palestinian and other Arab authors concerning Palestine (and, for the greater part, published in Lebanon) have been forbidden in many Arab countries points to the fact that this literature is not unisono in its outlook. It must be said, however, that the reason for government action in these cases was rarely, if ever, the expression of a readiness for compromise in these writings, but on the contrary too radical a tone of self-criticism. Sometimes offence was taken at attacks on certain Arab regimes for their neglect of the problem, their incompetence, their collaboration with western powers supporting Israel etc. More often than not these writings were considered by Arab governments -sometimes quite rightly -as partisan statements instigated by rival Arab regimes.
Before dealing in a more detailed way with some of the most important Palestinian topics in contemporary Arabic literature, I would like to say a few words about the role in modern Arabic literature of the Palestinian cause, i.e. the conflict with Zionism, prior to the establishment of the state of Israel in 1948.
As we are dealing here with belles lettres only, early commentaries in the Arabic press about Zionism (for instance in "Al-Muqtataf" of Cairo soon after the First Zionist Congress in Basle, 1897) (8) and the reaction, especially in the Arabic press of Syria and Palestine, from 1908 onwards, to Zionist activities in the area, (9) do not concern us here. As far as I can see, awareness of Zionism as a political factor is reflected in literary forms not earlier than about 1919/20, when the existence of the Balfour declaration and its content became generally known to the Arab public. Already at this time we find in literary works warnings that the plan of a national home for the Jews must infringe the national rights of the Arabs, who had just become free of Turkish dominance with the help of Britain and her allies. "We are not as we have been falsely accused Enemies of the Jews, overtly or secret. The two peoples are but cousins, In their language is the proof. But we fear expulsion from the homeland And being ruled by the force of arms." (11) For several reasons -not all of them directly related to this poem or this particular passage -Rusiff's verses caused strong protests in Palestine. Wadi ' Bustinl, a Lebanese Maronite living in Haifa (12) , published a poem as a reply to Rusif l's. In it, Bustira casts doubt on the truth of Rusin 's statement that the (Zionist) Jews and the Arabs are cousins (a relationship of great importance in the Middle East!) by saying:
"Sure, he who crossed the River Jordan was our cousin, But we are suspicious of him who now comes by sea." (13) Since 1920, when this was written, the notion of the total difference between the Jewish "cousin" the Arabs used to know in the past and who was living among them, and the Zionist settler coming in the wake of western powers, has become a major theme in Arabic literature concerning the Arab-Israeli conflict over Palestine. It is impossible, however, within the scope of the present paper, to survey the development of this and other aspects of the conflict -as reflected in literature -in chronological order. Therefore I would like to present only some of the most important ones, indicating a few writers and works in each case.
First, however, I should say a few words about the literary genres in which the topics related to Palestine are dealt with: There is, first of all, Poetry. This is the traditionally favoured form of expression in Arabic regarding political, social and religious subjects. While undergoing considerable formal change (i. e. more or less radically breaking away from classical forms), poetry has maintained its important position in Arab literary life. This holds especially true for the literature from and about Palestine. (14) However, there have appeared, under western influence, new genres in modern. Arabic literature -all of them more or less suited for the treatment of subjects connected with the Palestinian problem. These new (or almost new) forms are: 1. Historical novels (and works of historiography coming close to this form), especially writings on the conflict of Prophet Muhammad with the Jews of Medina and on Sultan Salah al-Din's (Saladin's) wars against the crusaders -both subjects offering opportunities to draw parallels to today's circumstances. (15) Let us now turn to some of the most important themes of this literature. There is, Very often combined with the description of earlier life in Palestine are visions of the return to it -visions of a return in triumph, but also in an individual act of desperation, the returning person expressing his (or her) readiness and even desire to die fighting on Palestinian soil rather than live in exile. There are also expressions of doubt: When will the day of liberation come, and: How much will the old environment have changed until the day of return? According to one Palestinian scholar (20) the mood of many poems composed by Arab Palestinians may remind us of the Jewish Psalmist. His "If I forget you,. Jerusalem (. . .)", this scholar says, is echoed in poems like that by Mahmild al-Hut (21) in which he addresses his native town, Jaffa (Yifi), in the following terms:
"Jaffa! My tears have dried but I still wail, Will I ever see you again? My memory of you is ever fresh, Living within my innermost soul." (22) Deep dedication to the homeland is frequently expressed in the works of Fadwi Tfiqin (born 1923), one of the most famous Arab poetessess of our time. Living in Nablus, i. e. under Israeli occupation since June 1967, she wrote in September of that year: It is a parable told by a hen who records her life from the time when she is able to move freely on the farm of her owner to the day when fences erected by a foreign newcomer block her way, then to the day when her owner is forced by debts to sell her to a shopkeeper, where she has to live in a cage together with other hens, some of them speaking her own language, others a foreign one. She becomes aware of the fact that the foreign hens are planning to get rid of the native ones altogether and starts thinking of ways to avert this catastrope. (27) (III.) The war of 1948 and the causes and circumstances of the flight of hundreds of of thousands behind the Arab frontlines: (28) Zionist acts of terrorism (especially the massacre of civilians at Deir Yasin) (29) are frequently described in order to explain the mass exodus from the territories which became Israel. Even authors not uncritical about the present role of certain Palestinian organisations and their behaviour, as, for instance, the Lebanese diplomat and writer Taufiq `Awwdd, do not hesitate to ascribe horrible crimes to Zionist fighters in the war of 1948, such as raping an Arab girl they have already killed. (30) Another aspect of the same event, i. e. the war of 1948, is the description of the exodus itself, and in this connection, of the process of disillusionment of those refugees who left their homes convinced of an early return in the wake of the victorious Arab armies. Ghassin Kanafánl's semi-autobiographical story "Ard al-burtuqd1 al-hazin" (The Land of the Sad Oranges) is an excellent example for the literary treatment of this experience. (31) The impotence of the Arab League's armies is openly ridiculed by certain Palestinian writers, some of whom praise, at the same time, the resistance of the local Palestinian Arab population up to 1948:
"Palestine would never have fallen, Never would its lions have been dispersed, Had not seven mighty states tried to rescue herTruly astounding was the outcome." (32) (IV.) The life of the refugees, their miserable existence in the camps or outside, the breaking up of families, discrimination in the host countries etc.: (33) Ghassin KanaMill's story "Ridjil fil-shams" (Men in the Sun), the description of three men's desperate (and in the end fatal) attempt to shake off the misery of the camp, seems to be one of the best literary treatments of this problem. (34) (A film called "Al-Makhdietin" (The Deceived Ones) based on the story was made in 1972 by the Egyptian Tauffq Silih. It received a high award at the film festival of Carthage (Tunisia), but its presentation was forbidden in most Arab countries.) Later, with the emergence of the armed resistance of Al-Fath etc., the uprootedness and misery of the refugee is described as the background for his decision to take up arms and join the commandos. (35) (V.) The situation of the Arabs remaining in Israel: (36) in the fifties, some of the Israeli Arab writers expressed the idea that this community could become a bridge between Jews and Arabs in general. (37) From the end of the fifties onwards, however, members of the younger generations took the lead. In their writings the feeling of alienation and dispossession in their native land became more and more dominant. (38) Mahmild Darwish (born 1941) (39) has described this situation in his "Yaumlyit muwitin bi-la watan" (Diary of a Citizen without a Homeland, 1971). In one passage the author reveals that this feeling of alienation is not simply the result of becoming a minority in the native country, but is the very outcome of a clash of cultures, the Israelis representing the new age of all-pervasive technology. The author tries to demonstrate this by inventing a frivolous exchange of words between a young Israeli and his girlfriend about their preference for making love either in a tank or in the open air on the banks of the Suez Canal. To this the author adds the following comment:
"What an immense gulf between the imagination soaring unhindered in the desert and the imagination structured by modern technology and victory! Words of love are now interwoven with current affairs and the latest inventions of new weapons. Pleasure no longer comes from nature, and the Arab in Israel finds himself backward even in lovemaking. It has taken him a long time to learn how to address his love with roses. How many aeons will this creature require to be trained in this new approach? . . . What are you thinking of? How they manage to have children in tanks? How they manage to have fun in tanks? This is the secure Israeli home. This is the love-nest. And this is the future." (40) Mahmild Darwish left Israel in 1971. He is now director of the Palestine Research Centre in Beirut. Other prominent writers have remained in Israel. One of them, the communist poet Tauffq Ziydd (or: Zayydd), became mayor of Nazareth in 1976. In one of his poems, he articulates (what he thinks should be or really is) the attitude towards Israel of the Israeli Arabs, i. e. a strong determination to hold out against the Jews on the native soil and to defend the Arab identity, causing the Israelis as much trouble as possible:
"Here we shall stay, A wall upon your breast, And in your throat we shall stay A piece of glass. A cactus thorn, And in your eye A blazing fire . . . " (41) (VI.) The Israeli Jew: The presentation of the Israeli is marked by a number of obvious clichés and prejudices. (42) In general his foreign origin, i. e. mainly his European or American background is stressed. In most cases he is not able (and not willing, for that matter) to understand the Arabs. (43) He despises them and consciously or unconsciously hurts their national and/or religious feelings. The Sabra, if he (or she) appears at all, in many cases is even more evil and chauvinist than the immigrant. (44) The sufferings of the Jews in Europe are not ignored altogether, (45) but are never accepted as an excuse for making the Arabs of Palestine -who are not responsible for the holocaustsuffer at the hands of the Zionists.
Most Israeli characters are presented as soldiers. Descriptions of discipline, sexual morale and social relations within the Israeli army seem to be far off the mark in many cases, at least in works published up to 1967. Israeli women-soldiers are portrayed as perfidious (seducing, inter alia, fedayin in order to get military information from them), frivolous and cynic. They are prone to incite their male comrades to commit vandal acts against innocent Arabs, desecrate Islamic and Christian holy places etc. (46) The distinction between Sephardic and Ashkenazi Jews is recognized and sometimes stressed. The image of the Sephardic Jew seems to be a little less uniform than that of the Ashkenazi: Mahmild Darwish (in: Yaumlyit muwitin bi-la watan, see above) presents a taxi driver of Moroccan origin who wants all Arabs in Israel to be wiped out, while the Iraqi communist writer Dila 1-Nun Ayyfib (living in exile in Vienna) in one of his stories confronts us with an Israeli soldier of Iraqi origin (and with communist leanings) who, having been forced by the Hashimite monarchy to leave his homeland, went to Israel, but still considers himself an Arab. He has even declined to learn Hebrew and shows sympathy with the fedayin. (47) In a few cases an (Israeli?) Jew is addressed by an Arab author as a personal friend. However, the basic conflict threatening this relationship remains visible. Such a precarious friendship seems to be reflected in verses written in 1971 "To a Jewish Friend" by Or bid it farewell before it is lost? Tomorrow, and how near is it, nothing Will be left for us save tears and remorse." (50) After the debacle of 1948, a whole literature of self-criticism appeared, mainly in the form of essays on historical and cultural topics. (51) This was echoed, to a certain extent, in works of poetry and fiction. The early successes of Djamal `Abd al-Nasir, however, worked in favour of a considerable wave of optimism, as reflected in Arabic literature, with regard to the outcome of the final struggle with Israel. The disaster of 1967 changed that almost completely. (52) In the field of the novel (53), Harm Barakit's "`Audat al-trir ill 1-bahr" (The Return of the Flying (Dutchman) to the Sea, Beirut 1969), seems to be the most mature and intellectually honest stock-taking, on a high artistic level, of the Arab's miserable social and cultural situation vis-i-vis Israel. (54) Many authors fell silent for some time, others erupted in expressions of shame, selfhate, guilt and wrath against those Arab leaders and military men they held responsible for the defeat. Djamil `Abd al-Nisir, to be sure, was carefully spared any open criticism (55) at that time -with the exception, perhaps, of Muslim right-wing writers who considered the defeat a result of Nisir's socialist experiments, and a number of anti-Nasserist left-wing authors.
For the tendency to clear Nish from any responsibility for the disaster, putting the blame on the shoulders of corrupt functionaries etc., Lutfi al-KW:11'1's film (cast by Yiisuf Shihin) "Al-Tsflir" (The Sparrow) is a case in point. (It is, nevertheless, a piece of courageous criticism.)
One poet, the former Syrian diplomat Nizdr Qabbidi (56) Given a certain support by Israel for the Christian militias, it would be interesting to see whether this has resulted, in the recent writings of extremist Christian Lebanese authors like Said `Aql, in expressions of solidarity and gratefulness towards Israel. At the moment, however, I have no information about that. (60) The situation in Lebanon before the outbreak of large-scale fighting has been aptly described by Tauffq `Awwdd (see above). In his novel " Tawihin Bairut" the Palestinian movements operating in Lebanon and their Lebanese comrades and fellow-travellers are not spared a certain criticism. (61) On the background of the country's deep and dangerous socio-cultural crisis, which the author wanted to describe at the time, the guerilla organisations appear, however, as a final refuge not only for Palestinians living in alienation from Lebanese society, but also (as is shown in the case of the heroine, a Shiite girl from a village in South Lebanon stranded in Bairut) for Lebanese who feel dispossessed and humiliated by a system of narrow confessionalism and moral hypocrisy. (62) (IX.) Religious themes and allusions: (63) The Palestinian Arab resistance against the Zionist settlers prior to 1948 and the subsequent wars as well as the guerilla actions are frequently described as Holy War (djihdd). (64) The sanctity, for both Muslims (65) and Christians (66) On the other hand, the relatively safe position of the Jews in medieval Islamic society is often cited as proof for the latter's tolerance as compared to Jewish attitudes towards others in the past and present. So far, the impact of this "internationalist" trend on the wider Arab reading public may be only superficial. 
